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As a general rule, I love Lonely Planet phrasebooks. They are organized well, include very clear

translations and phonetic descriptions, and they are small enough to carry around in a purse or

pocket. The Bulgarian book is no exception. I used this on a recent trip to Bulgaria (June 2013), and

it worked perfectly. We were able to find what we were looking for quickly and easily, and our

pronunciation, while obviously not perfect, was satisfactory enough for locals to understand us. We

used them to translate menus, subway stops, and some tourist signs. Highly recommended!

My attempt to learn enough Bulgarian to communicated with relatives began with a simple

"language for travelers" CD and this phrase book. It's helpful in that it's organized by subject, it

includes subjects that are not usually found in other resources (medical terms, dating, and sexual

activity, to name a few), and it offers, in addition to subject glossaries, brief English-Bulgarian and

Bulgarian-English dictionaries. The trim size of the book is very small--handy for carrying in a purse

or pocket. But the type is minuscule! Buyers may find that they need very bright light, a magnifying

glass, or both to use the book easily. That said, it's still worth buying, and the phonetic

transcriptions--in my beginner-level opinion--are pretty consistent and reliable.

I use lonely planet phrase books wherever I go. They have the most comprehensive, organized,

user-friendly, and portable phrase books. If you are trying to gain a cursory ability to use the

language while you are in country, this is the book for you. Other books fall short.

This book is really nice! It is categorized very well and makes it easy to find things. Any phrase that

you would need to know is in the book and it has it in Bulgarian, English, and how to sound it out.

There is even a mini dictionary in the back. It is nice and small and pocket sized, but it loaded with

everything you would want to know!

This is the best Bulgarian - English phrasebook I could find!

Good dictionary, ready to go grammar and easy to explain. Great little pocket book. Great way took

learn Bulgarian in short amount of time with little efforts.

I am from Bulgaria and my husband is American. I got this for his birthday and he loved it! It is the

perfect little gift!



really good and usable since it has both ways to speak it and write it throughout and i like the mini

dictionaries with it and phrase too
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